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Director
Dr. B.R. Lakshmikantha
Dayananda Sagar Institute is one of the
most esteemed Institutes of our
country and being the head of this
institute, we are proud to offer a
diverse set of courses, Architecture
being one of them. Architecture
represents the cultural heritage of our
country and I am overwhelmed that we
have the opportunity to produce the

Architects of tomorrow. Here at
DSATM Architecture was introduced in
2012 and is already climbing its ladder
of success. It gives me great pleasure
to introduce VIRTUOSO’s second
edition Newsletter of School of
Architecture DSATM. My best wishes
will always be with the students of my
college.

Professor Emeritus’ message
Prof. K. S. Mukunda
Action Research is the centre of modern
perspective in education knowledge
construction and growth are seen as a
result of personal interaction in social
context.
Participation of students in the
identification of central issues, reflection
on actions and self resultant learning
have become the core elements in a
project solving approach.

Teachers are well informed in Theoretical
knowledge, pedagogical knowledge and
skills on one hand and injustice research
and pedagogical dialogues on the other.
The action research paradigm lies at the
core of the modern education program
and this is what we all are striving to
achieve for the development of our
students with positive attitude

Dean's words

Prof. Gaddam Ramesh

Editorial Board:
Hemambica Magani
Siddharth Nandish
S. Angiras Krishna
Abhishek Bhaskar
Moushumi Mishra
Likith Chidanand
Shivani Bhansali
Shruti G
Tara Vellara

I feel proud to be leading a team of
intellectuals always striving to strengthen
the school of architecture year by year.
They are the faculty who are skilful and
resourceful in various domains to take up
challenges and deliver creative qualitative
knowledge base.
At School of Architecture, DSATM our
focus is on the students. The
responsibility as faculty is to adopt an
approach that builds up confidence, make
them creative, innovative, and strengthen
their entrepreneurial skills. Students of
today are the future Architects and
Planners who need to take up challenges

and survive in a competitive and
technologically advanced environment.
As Architects they need to work on the
needs of end user looking into various
issues like energy efficient environments,
recycling of resources, water
management, reducing carbon footprint,
optimising spatial requirements and
sustainability.
Today we need to aim not just at ‘ART
BASED ARCHITECTURE’ but more
of
‘HUMAN
BASED
ARCHITECTURE’. Architecture should be
more sensible and that can reach millions.
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Ar. Manjula P R

G.D. Arts from
Kalamandir School of
Arts, Bangalore and a
Masters in F.A. from Sri
Allamaprabhu Lalithakala
Academy (SALA),
Mysore. Has been
associated with various
architectural firms,
specialising in exterior
design.

Ar. Sona Alex
D.Arch, B.Arch, and a
M.Arch (Habitat design,
BMSCE). Overall 11
years of experience in the
field of architecture
across teaching;
designing at macro and
micro level planning,
interior designing and
consultation. “Good
design is sustainable,
Great design is
responsible”.

B.Arch, DSCE
Bangalore. Worked as a
BIM Architect at
Magnasoft and has 4
years of experience as a
Design Associate at
Tesco.

Art. Mahesh

B.Arch, AIIA, M.Tech, in
Urban Planning from
JNAFAU & KIT (Germany).
Pursuing PhD at JNAFAU.
Has ten years of industrial
& four years of teaching
experience. Briefly
worked as an expert for
Ministry of Housing,
Govt. of India in
developing Housing Index.
“You need creativity to
identify creativity”.

Ar. MV Janardhan Rao

Ar. Anjana Nair
(Visiting)

Consulting Architect,
Graduated from Sir JJ
COA.
Current focus of work is
Pre Construction and
Feasibility Studies in the
Real Estate sector.
“Constant kick to myself
and driving force, is the
question -What next and
constant fear of
complacency”.

B. Arch (BIT-Mesra), M.
Arch on habitat design
from BMSCE. Has
teaching experience of 5
years and field experience
of over 5 years. Lives by
the quote, "Architecture
is the learned game,
correct & magnificent, of
forms assembled in light”
- Le Corbusier.

Ar. Shruti Nath

B.Arch & M.U.R.P from
J.N.T.U, Hyderabad. Has
an experience of over 7
years in the industry.
Has worked with various
Architecture firms and
MNC’s involved in
designing of residences,
residential apartments,
commercial spaces.

Ar. Gaddam Ramesh
B.Arch, MCP from IIT
Kharagpur. Has
successfully been
managing his own firm for
over 25 years and now
strives to be a better
human by becoming a
teacher. He believes
architecture today needs
to be more sensible and
inclusive. It should be
creative in finding
solutions to physical,
economic and social
needs across different
sections of people.

Fa
Fa cc uu ll tt y

Ar. Vidya
M.Arch (Urban Design
RVCE), B.Arch UVCE. Was
associated with LOCUS,
Innovision, Puravankara,
Bangalore and MAD
SPACES, Shimoga where
she also interned during
her academic years. She
has also designed
interiors of a corporate
office in Tanzania, East
Africa.

Ar. K Jaiaram
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(Visiting)

`
Ar. Kuili Suganya
(Visiting)
B. Arch, (BIT, Bangalore)
M. Sc & M.E (Structural
Analysis of Monument and
Historic Construction,
University of Minho,
Portugal and Czech
Republic). Worked with
the A.S.I, Department of
Culture, Infosys
Foundation etc. She
conducts heritage walks
for INTACT, Bangalore.

Ar. Anusha Adireddy

Ar. Aishwarya. G.K.

She has been earlier
associated with TESCO
HSC, Bangalore as a
Senior Planner for 2 years
and also with RSP
architects, Bangalore as
an intern during B.Arch &
M.Arch.

M.Arch (Habitat Design,
BMSCE) after securing
B.Arch from BITBangalore. Has over 13
years of teaching and
professional experience.
She enjoys teaching.

Ar. S Mokashi
(Visiting)

Ar. Harshalatha A P
B.Arch (U.V.C.E,
Bangalore) and M.arch
(MIT, Manipal). Has
experience in the industry
for over 7 Years and has
designed many hospitals,
residential buildings and
commercial complexes.
Lives by the quote, ”There
is no substitute for Hard
work”.

Ar. K Mukunda
B.Arch, MCP from IIT
Kharagpur. Has immense
experience in the field of
Architecture and has
headed and taught in
various reputed colleges
namely NIE, MIT, BMSCE,
MSRIT, SIT and Oxford to
name a few. He has also
been awarded the
prestigious Bharat Shiksha
Ratan Award at New Delhi.

Ar. Likitha Devineni

B.Arch. He has been
part of two very reputed
colleges for over twenty
years and specialises in
portable, thin walled
efficient structures and
eco-friendly designs and
construction.

D. Arch. from Academy
of Architecture in
Mumbai. Has been in
professional practice for
thirty years for various
firms. He often says,
“Education is always
mutual”, stressing that
teachers learn as much
from students as they
teach them.

(JSSPW, Mysore) Has an
overall industrial
experience of 18 years at
various architectural firms.
She strives to work hard
and meet necessary
deadlines.

Suma K

D.Interior Design, J.J.
School of Arts (Mumbai).
Was trained under his
father who was also an
artist. Specialises in
landscape paintings,
perspective renderings
and graphics. Worked with
leading Architecture firms
in Bangalore.

Art. Uday.V. Palnitkar
(Visiting)

B.Arch, BVB College,
Hubli & pursuing M.Arch,
UVCE. For over Twenty
years, practiced with
various firms at Pune and
Bangalore, is a reputed
Professor as well. An
aphorism from her, “The
strength of a good
design lies in ourselves
and in our ability to
perceive the world with
both emotion & reason”.

Ar. Keerthi Vinay
B.Arch, M.Arch from
BMSCE, Bangalore. Has
11 years of professional
experience and teaching
at various architectural
schools. She quotes
Walter Gropius,
“Architecture begins
where engineering ends”.

Ar. Savita. S. D
B.Arch. Has 7 years of
experience in the
industry. Believes, “Being
an Architect is challenging
and exciting”.

Ar. Mamatha G
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(Visiting)

Architecture…

Karthik G,
5th Semester

Dieter Rams’

untrodden and insists on taking risks.
But, what is Architecture?

Architecture… is like the song of a
mockingbird, like the ebbing and
flowing of a gentle brook. Architecture
Architecture, like an instrument, has the perfect symmetry of a snow
requires years of mastery. It
flake and yet, the asymmetry of a
requires gruelling hours of
crystal. Architecture is colourful yet
forming and reforming into the
monochromatic. Architecture has no
night and a constant and
rules yet follows all. Architecture is
insatiable lust for excellence. But, the perfect symphony of yes and no,
what is Architecture?
of light` and dark. Architecture
encompasses all and is yet solitary.
Architecture… the ultimate test of Architecture... Architecture is ART!
team work. A test of compromise,
of compassion, of duty, of pride.
-Shruti G, 7th Semester
And most of all, a test of character.
Architecture pushes you to explore
the unknown, venture into the

Ten Principles of ‘Good Design’

A POETIC TIMELINE
It was a wonder-filled morning,
as i woke up yawning,
I realised my goal was to study architecture,
although i had no idea of this venture.
I opened the book of history,
perplexed by it's unsolved mystery,
gazed upon the symmetrical columns, corinthian,
doric and ionic, although in harmony,
t'was morphed by it's never-ending symphony.
As we progressed through the historical timeline,
we digressed from the original building pantomimes,
we engraved the style with simplicity,
never realising the consequences of it's duplicity.

Good Design Is Innovative
Good Design Makes a Product Useful
Good Design Is Aesthetic
Good Design Makes A Product Understandable
Good Design Is Thorough Down to the Last Detail
Good Design Is Unobtrusive
Good Design Is Honest
Good Design Is Long-lasting
Good Design Is Environmentally Friendly
Good Design Is as Little Design as Possible

As we arrived to the renaissance era,
we curled, we hurled a new light bearer,
this transcended from Gothic to Baroque,
and poof came the new style, rising from the
smoke.

En”light”enment

Karthik G,
5th Semester

At first, it seems obvious that we provide lighting to enable
people to see, so that all lighting can be assessed in terms
of its efficiency. The basis of lighting is how accurately
visual details can be perceived.
However, observation of our surroundings shows a much
larger range of ways in which objects can differ in
appearance. Consider for a moment, the judgements that
we commonly make in deciding whether a surface is clean or
dry; whether a fruit is fresh or stale; or whether a colleague
looks tired. These judgements are based on observations
of appearance. But what are the differences in appearance
that are critical in making these judgements? Any of these
assessments can be influenced by subtle aspects of
lighting, and so can our more complex assessments of
space.

Now came the rise of the religious building styles,
Islamic, Christian, Byzantine… it goes on for miles and
miles,
then came the rise of Science and questions,
that's when the whole world divided themselves and
their missions.
Then we ushered in the modern era,
a wave of designs fighting for the top,
Designs- simple , aesthetic and mechanised,
that was the gateway for Architecture, De-pixelised.
Many architects laid a pathway to us all,
it's not just your designs, it's how you play ball,
many of us, rise from the ashes of our Greats,
while a handful,
turnout to be THE GREAT.
-Abhishek Bhaskar, 7th Semester

THE PERFECT SHOW
The spotlight on, the perfect glow
She's ready to start the perfect show
She cannot see the thick dark crowd
She cannot hear their cheers so loud

-Shruti Govind,
7th Semester

She only hears the music creeping now
That's started to play and silenced the crowd
She starts to move, involuntary moves
All by memory in her dancing shoes
-Angiras Krishna,
7th Semester

She can feel her heart beating so loud
It's just her, the stage and the sound
She moves her body daintily
She swings her arms magically

Differences in appearance of object depends on the
physical process by which light is reflected, refracted,
dispersed or scattered by matter. But human vision did not
evolve to enable us to observe these processes, it evolved
to enable us to recognise our surroundings. Understanding
the roles of these processes require observation, and
when we apply this analytically, we find that the number of
physical processes that are responsible for these
differences are quite limited.

She comes to a gradual halt
Her hands pointing to the ceiling vault
She stays rooted for a while
She waits till she regains her sight

Her hair flies as she spins
Her skirt flows so pleasant
Fervor seen on her face
The rush and high with the grace

Slowly the claps are tuning in
She has provided the perfect fin
She looks above and thanks the lord
She takes a bow and thanks the crowd

Humaira K .5th Semester
The body is warm and glowing
The soul naked and showing
Her thoughts don't exist anymore
Now any pain she can endure

It is quite remarkable how the astounding range of human
visual sensations is governed by so few processes. With
this insight, we gain knowledge of how to control lighting to
achieve a desirable visual effect.
-Angiras Krishna, 7th Semester

Hemambica M,agani , 7th Semester
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Her soul comes back to the low
She just finished the perfect show
5

-Hemambica Magani, 7th Semester

-Snigdha Johar,
5th Semester

Architecture… the mother of all
design. Engineering with
panache, imagination with
pragmatism and execution with
perfection.

-Hemambica
Magani, 7th Semester
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Designing Wildlife Habitats

Study Tour
Delhi / Rajasthan

-Siddharth N, 7th Semester

The vision of a space shared peacefully by humans and
animals is one of the most elusive and desired visions.
We, as human beings, should consider the broader
perspective of being able to create a healthy and
sustainable habitat for both man and animals to coexist.

2014

ZoNASA

Sept

June

Music Space
-Shivani Bhansali, 7th Semester

Rhino Grasshopper
Workshop

Oct

2015

Feb

The high road for them has not been an easy one but nothing
seems to stop this bunch from following their passion!
From managing hectic college schedules to making it to gigs
on time with their cumbersome equipment ,truly is a race
against time ,all this for making those fifteen minutes count !
And boy they do!
Band crew :
Robert Romario ( microphone )
Krishnanunni M .S ( Guitarist )
Akshay V P ( Drummer )

Architecture Sports Day

Virtuoso Exhibition

Mar
DE-PIXELIZATION

Making groovy ambient music , meeting deadlines for
submissions and stealing the spotlight wherever they go with
suave, multitasking all the way!
‘Space is all we have’ only a year old is at the crescendo of
its journey with numerous accolades at many prestigious
institutions and are also going to be performing at the Storm
Festival.

Spaces like sanctuaries and reserves can ideally serve the
purpose of a co habitable ecosystem. In doing so, factors
like territorial spacing and maintaining essential
ecosystems to the corresponding life support systems
should be considered. The analysis of food webs helps us
deduce predator-prey dynamics in a habitual design.
Current initiative channelizes the necessities of restoring
ecology and all of which provides an enlarged role for
landscape architects to create productive habitats. The
design should be functional and aesthetically appealing.

-Shruti Govind, 7th
Semester

P.C.-Siddharth N, 7th Semester

Sketching competition

-Abhishek Bhaskar 7th Semester
Architecture has always been an art of creating aesthetic &
functional spaces, which provide positive solutions to the
environment around us. ARCHITECTURE today is being
calibrated to the importance of a ‘Machine’, which maximises
human efficiency. This is reflective of the ARCHITECTURE, as we
know it today.
As we gaze through the Evolution of Architecture, we notice
that man has been able to design and successfully implement a
co-habitable environment.
The progress from the basic shelter built by man to the
advancements in the field of mathematics, science & technology,
resulted in complex structures that were aesthetic and
functionally stable which began to inspire upcoming artists and
architects. This led to the use Geometry , Proportions and
Symmetry into various designs and constructions during the
Greek & Roman periods.
Due to the hierarchy present in early civilisations, highly detailed
structures began to take shape for the elite. Another reason
could have been the large number of upcoming artists, sculptors
and workers. Such buildings took a lot of time, effort and capital
to be erected.

April

May
College Fest
Esperanza

Gujarat Study tour

We seldom see buildings with high details, taking years to
erect, but with recent construction technologies, a 10 storey
building can be erected within 3 days, but what it gains in time,
it sells off in terms of aesthetics.

Hence, the DE- PIXELIZATION effect can be seen as we
progress through time. Our mindset has evolved from trivial
Early Architects like Jacques-Fracois Blondel & Étienne-Louis
ornamentation to gravity defying structures. Even with such a
Boullée were of the opinion that Architecture should focus on radical change in thought process, we as a society, have
structural aspect than it's aesthetic derivatives. This exact
managed to achieve and adapt to the co-habitable environment
moment of renouncing the traditional, detailed, high capital
created by us , for us. This progression truly showcases how a
buildings were replaced by more toned-down buildings,subtle on simple thought can evolve into a complete makeover of the
its visual effects, and balanced with structural solidarity
INFRASTRUCTURE and how we adapt to it and make-do with
resulting in its structural beauty.
all the changes and still attain a sense of calm and harmony

Council Visit

June

July
Ethnic Day

Auroville Workshop

Aug

3. a tapering conical or
pyramidal structure on the
top of a building,
particularly a church tower.
6. the quality of being
made up of exactly similar
parts facing each other or
around an axis.

22. a long projecting beam
or girder fixed at only one
end, used chiefly in bridge
construction.
23. carved and decorative
ornament found especially
adorning classical
Corinthian capitals based
on stylised leaves of the
Mediterranean plant.

7. a projecting course of
stones at the base of a
wall.

Down

9. the action of
emphasising detail in
architecture

2. a type of earthenware

12. the Arabic word for
any type of educational
institution, whether secular
or religious.
13. was a central spot in
ancient Greek citystates,the literal meaning of
the word is "gathering
place" or "assembly".
15. in architecture, an _ is
a large open space located
within a building.
18. an architectural
element typical of early
Christian churches
consisting of the entrance
or lobby area, usually
located at the west end of
the nave, opposite the
church's main altar.
19. _cement concrete
20. the central part of a
church building
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1. a synonym for façade.

4. a columned porch or
open colonnade in a
building surrounding a court
that may contain an internal
garden.
5. a room below ground
level in a house.
7. putting off impending
tasks to a later time,
sometimes to the "last
minute" before a
deadline,an unfortunate
quality of beginner
architecture students.
8. triangular portion of a
wall between the edges
of a dual-pitched roof.

16. ___ dura
17. place for
drafting,
designing ,
interaction,
expression,
criticism.
21. a person highly
skilled in music or
another artistic
pursuit, the name of
this newsletter.

10. a booth or stall.
11. a unit of area used in
the imperial and U.S.
customary systems.
14. a line, plane, or
volume of reference to
which other elements in a
composition can relate.

Across
3. spire 6. symmetry 7. plinth 9. accentuation 12 madrasa 13. agora 15. atrium 18. narthex. 19.
reinforced 20. nave 22. cantilever 23. acanthus
Down
1. elevation 2. terracotta 4. peristyle 5. cellar 7. procrastination 8. gable 10. kiosk 11. acre 14.
datum 16. pietra 17. studio 21. virtuoso

Across

Editorial
Shivani Bhansali, 7th Semester˝

Thangson Thombning, 5th Semester˝

Dear reader,

-Shruti Govind 7th Semester˝

With another summer gone by we bring to you the next
edition of virtuoso marking the celebration of yet another
interesting semester .

Sponsored by

This year virtuoso turns two,and looking back the journey
reflects remarkable lessons and memories ! With this edition
we welcome you to be a part of our journey and experience
our joys , lessons ,victories and ideologies.
We hope you have a pleasant read after all we are all united
by a common thread in a single pursuit
Happy reading:
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